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Abstract. Climate extremes indices have been developed and maintained

for the purpose of monitoring climate change. They are also potentially use-

ful for climate change detection studies. A number of such indices have been

defined by counting the number of days in a year/season that daily values

have exceeded thresholds (defined by a daily percentile) calculated for ev-

ery calendar day of the year from a base period such as 1961-1990. Using Monte

Carlo simulation, we demonstrate that existing methods for the estimation

of those indices produce artificial jumps in the indices series at the begin-

ning and end of the base period. This would make the indices so estimated

unsuitable for the monitoring and detection of climate change. We propose

a bootstrap resampling procedure to estimate the indices for the base pe-

riod. Our method effectively removes the inhomogeneity.
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1. Introduction

Successive reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) have

made increasingly strong statements on the human influence on the global climate. Since

the impacts of climate change may be felt more from the change in the extremes, rather

than in the mean, analyzing climate extremes becomes very important. Monitoring, de-

tection and attribution of changes in climate extremes would require daily resolution data.

However, compilation, provision, and update of a globally complete and readily available

full resolution daily dataset are very difficult due to several reasons. Consequently, in-

dicators of climate extremes have been developed (e.g. Karl et al. 1999, Peterson et al.

2001) in the hope that they would be more widely obtainable. These indicators have been

used to analyze changes in climate extremes for various parts of the world (e.g. Jones et

al. 1999, Frich et al. 2002, Klein Tank and Können 2003, Kiktev et al. 2003)

A group of indicators are defined by computing exceedance rate of daily values (such as

daily mean temperature) over (or below) thresholds (usually a percentile of daily data)

calculated for every calendar day in the year. For easy comparison of indices across stations

with various temporal coverage, and for easy update once new daily data are available,

the thresholds are usually computed from a common base period, say 1961-1990 for all

stations. Folland et al. (1999) provisionally recommended a three-steps procedure for the

estimation of the thresholds: 1) to remove annual cycle by extracting the 30-year mean

values of each calendar day, 2) to fit a probability distribution (e.g. 3-parameters gamma

distribution to daily temperature anomalies), and 3) to compute the thresholds from the

fitted probability distribution. Data from additional proximate calendar days may be

added to improve the stability of the parameters for the probability distribution, but
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those days should be far enough apart such that data from different days are effectively

independent. This method has been successfully implemented in Jones et al. (1999) who

use a 5-day moving window spaced by 5-days (referred to as 5SD window hereafter). In

many other applications (e.g. Frich et al. 2002, Klen Tank and Können 2003, and Kiktev

et al. 2003), thresholds have been estimated using data from a 5-consecutive-day moving

(referred to as 5CD) window and a plotting position formula or empirical probability

distribution (referred to as EPD hereafter).

Despite the importance of those indicators in the detection and monitoring climate

change, their statistical properties have not been well documented. For example, what

the difference of resulting indices series would be when 5CD and 5SD windows are used?

The thresholds are “adapted” to (computed from) the base period, does this cause any

systematic biases in both mean and variance in the exceedances between the in-base and

out-base periods? Those are important statistical characteristics that need to be well

understood before the indices can be properly used for the purpose of climate change

detection and monitoring. The main objective of this note is to examine, through Monte-

Carlo simulations, the characteristics of time series of exceedance rate computed using

existing methods. The remaining of this paper is organized in the following. We describe

methods in Section 2. Results are presented in Section 3. Conclusions and discussion

follow in Section 4.

2. Methods

2.1. Monte-Carlo simulation

Given that homogeneous time series is essential for the monitoring and detecting climate

change, and the thresholds are computed only from a portion of the data (usually a 30-
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year base period), our Monte-Carlo simulation experiment was designed to unveil possible

inhomogeneity of the exceedance time series between in-base and out-base periods, i.e.,

bias in the estimation of mean and variance of the exceedance rates for the two periods.

Daily values are usually serially correlated, and this would make the effective sample size

that influences the computation of variance of the data smaller than the actual sample

size, and hence underestimate the thresholds. We use an AR(1) process to generate daily

data values to assess this effect.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the mean and variance of simulated daily

data equal to zero and one, respectively. Let Xt an AR(1) process with a first order

autocorrelation α, the AR(1) process is defined by

Xt = αXt−1 + Zt, (1)

where Zt is a white noise with variance

V ar(Zt) = 1 − α2. (2)

The values of α are typically between 0.6 and 0.8 in Canadian daily temperature data.

Here, we prescribe five different values, 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, for α. This would enable

us to show the impacts of different effective sample sizes. For each α value, 60-years

of daily data are simulated, using equation (1). The first and second 30-years periods

are assumed to be in-base and out-base periods, respectively. Exceedances are computed

using the methods described in the next subsection. This procedure is repeated for 1000

times. We then compare the mean and variance of the the exceedance in the two 30-year

periods for the 1000 simulation.
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2.2. Exceedance computation

Before the exceedance is computed, the desired thresholds for each of all calendar days

must have been estimated. There are two aspects to consider when estimating the thresh-

olds. One is the data used for determining threshold. In this study, we use both 5CD and

5SD windows. For example, to estimate threshold for January 13, data for all January

11-15 in the base period are selected when 5CD window is used, but data for January 1,

7, 13, 19, 25 in the base period would be involved when 5SD window is used. One may

argue that the latter approach, while taking the effective sample size into consideration,

may also have discarded useful information from the data and thus may not have used

the available information efficiently. For this reason, we also use all daily data available

in the time window. That is, we use data from January 1 to January 25 to estimate the

threshold for January 13. This approach is termed 25-consecutive-days moving window

or 25CD window. The other is how to estimate threshold from the given data set. Here

we use EPD. We also fit a Gaussian distribution (referred to as FGD hereafter) to the

generated data, since they follow a Gaussian distribution by design.

The exceedance is calculated in the same manner as is described in both Jones et al.

(1999) and Frich et al. (2002): The exceedance rate for a giving year, regardless if the

year is inside or outside of the base period, is the number of days in the year that daily

values have exceeded the estimated thresholds. Note that this seemly correct approach

may actually result in discontinuity in the estimated exceedance between in and out

base periods. The problem is that we are using observations to estimate a threshold

(say the 10th percentile of the underlying probability distribution). But our estimator

(no matter how it is obtained) will be affected by sampling variability, and thus the
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estimated threshold can never be exact. This means that the out-of-sample (out-base

period) exceedance rate will never be exactly 10%. Moreover, the estimated threshold is

“adapted” to the sample (base period) from which it was obtained: information in the

sample was used to estimate the threshold, so the in-base exceedance rate will be different

from the out-of-base rate. To overcome this problem, we purpose a bootstrap resampling

procedure to determine exceedance rate for the in-base period. 1) The 30-year base period

is divided into one “out-base” year, the year for which exceedance is to be estimated, and

a “base-period” consisting the remaining of 29 years from which the thresholds would be

estimated. 2) A 30-year block of data is constructed by using the 29 years “base-period”

data along with an additional year of data from the “base-period” (i.e., one of the years

in the “base-period” is repeated). It is used to estimate thresholds. 3) The “out-base”

year data are compared with these thresholds and exceedance for the “out-base” year

is obtained. 4) Repeat procedures 2) and 3) for additional 28 times, by using data from

different years to construct the 30-year block. 5) The exceedance for the “out-base” year is

the average of the 29 estimates obtained from steps 2) to 4). In this way, the year for which

exceedance is to be estimated is not used for estimating the thresholds. This effectively

makes the estimation of exceedance for both in-base and out-base periods comparable as

we shall see later, greatly reducing the discontinuity.

3. Results

To simplify the presentation of the results, we summarize the outcomes corresponding

to the use of 5CD window and EPD under various settings of simulations (e.g. different

autocorrelations) in one subsection. After that, we present results obtained by using dif-

ferent moving windows, different methods of computing thresholds in another subsection.
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In the latter case, we only provide results corresponding to α = 0.8 and Zt = 0.0 which

are more likely the case for the real data.

3.1. 5-consecutive-day moving window

Figure 1 displays relative bias in the exceedance rate estimated by using 5CD window

and EPD. The bias is calculated as the difference between the nominal rate (nominal rate

is 10% when 90th percentile is used as the thresholds) and average exceedance rate in 1000

simulations and then divided by the nominal rate. The biases for α = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8

in equation (1) are shown. For the out-base period, there is almost no bias when α = 0,

but there is a positive bias when α > 0, and the larger the α, the bigger the bias. This

indicates that the thresholds are underestimated when α > 0, due to effective sample

sizes smaller than actual sample size. The bias for the in-base period is very similar for

different α. They are small when the expected total number of exceedance during the

base period, the product of the nominal rate and the number of daily values being used

for the estimation of threshold, is an integer number but negative if the number is an

non-integer due to rounding error. The positive bias for the out-base period and tendency

of negative bias for the in-base period would result in a sudden jump in the exceedance

rate between the in-base and out-base periods. This jump would be bigger when higher

percentiles are used to define extremes.

Figure 2 shows relative bias in the exceedance rates when α equals to 0.0, 0.4, and 0.8,

respectively. Now the exceedance rates for the in-base period have been estimated using

the bootstrap resampling procedure. Biases for both in-base and out-base periods are

more or less the same. This suggests that resampling procedure could largely eliminate

the jump in the exceedance rate between the two periods.
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We also investigated the influence of seasonal cycle on the estimation of the exceedance

rate. This time, we add a smooth annual cycle Yt into the left side of equation (1).

This annual cycle is the first harmonics of 30-year mean daily temperature at Ottawa

Airport station. The upper panel of Fig. 3 displays relative bias in the exceedance rate,

when α = 0.8 and when the annual cycle is not removed prior to the computation of

thresholds. The lower panel shows the bias when annual cycle is removed by subtracting

30-year mean value for every calendar day before the estimation of the thresholds. Clearly,

removal of annual cycle makes the estimated exceedance rates more consistent for in-base

and out-base periods.

The above analyses suggest that the existing method, that uses 5-consecutive day mov-

ing window along with empirical probability distribution for the computation of threshold,

of exceedance estimation results in artificial jump in the the estimated rate between in-

base and out-base periods. This is mainly caused by the underestimation of the thresholds

due to effective sample size being smaller than actual sample size. Rounding error also

contributes to the jump. Our resampling procedure effectively overcomes this problem.

3.2. Thresholds estimated by using different moving windows and different

methods

The left panel of Fig. 4 shows biases in the exceedance rate when the thresholds are

estimated by EPD or FGD with data from 5CD window. When thresholds are estimated

by fitting a proper distribution to the data, negative bias for the in-base period caused by

rounding error is almost eliminated. It would be useful to fit a distribution to the data if

the form of a proper distribution is known. When exceedance rate for the in-base period is

estimated using resampling procedure, its bias is very similar to that of out-base period,
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no matter if the thresholds are estimated by EPD or FGD. Thus, from the producing

homogeneous exceedance rate point of view, the ways of which the thresholds are obtained

are not important. It is in this sense that the use of EPD may be a preferred method

because it is easier to use and also because we usually don’t know the actual underlying

probability distribution for the data. The middle panel of Fig. 4 displays biases in the

exceedance rate when 5CD window is used. Two main features are important to note. 1)

Bias for the in-base period remain, especially when EPD is used due to rounding error.

2) Bias for the out-base period, and that for in-base period with exceedance rate being

computed by resampling procedure are much smaller than those when 5CD window was

used, indicating the usefulness of using more information from the data. The right panel

shows the results when 25CD window is used. Bias for the in-base period is much reduced

compared with the 5CD and 5SD windows, due to much bigger sample size. Biases for

out-base period and in-base period computed with resampling procedure are comparable

with those from 5SD window. This suggests that the impact of smaller effective sample

size on the estimated thresholds is smaller when sample size is large. Overall, it appears

that the use of all available information within 25CD window provides better estimate

than that when only partial information (5SD window) has been used. Additionally, the

use of 25CD window would also result in much smoother estimate of the thresholds among

different calendar days than those from 5SD window. This would be advantageous when

thresholds are used to compute other indices such as the runs of extreme days (e.g. spell

length of extreme events). Therefore, we recommend to use 25CD window. It should also

be noted that the average of variance of exceedance rate for the out-base period is also

greater than that for the in-base period (Fig. 5). Our resampling procedure yields in-base
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variance very close to that of out-base period. (Francis: is the difference too small to

mention?)

4. Conclusions and Discussion

We have compared the performances of different methods in producing temporally ho-

mogeneous time series of exceedance rates. We use empirical probability distribution and

also fit a Gaussian distribution to estimate thresholds from data covered by 5-consecutive-

days moving window, 5-day moving window spaced by 5-day, and 25-consecutive-days

moving window. Our comparison was made with the aid of Monte Carlo simulation ex-

periments. We found that the time series of exceedance rate is discontinues at the boarder

of in- and out-base periods if the rate is estimated using existing methods, due mainly

to sampling uncertainty. Our bootstrap resampling procedure overcomes this problem

and produces much homogeneous estimates of the exceedance rate across the two periods.

The 5-consecutive-days moving window approach produces largest bias in the estimated

exceedance rate because the effective sample size is smaller than actual sample size that

impacted the estimate of variance which in turn results in underestimation of thresholds.

The 5-days moving window spaced by 5 days that used in Jones et al. (1999) offers remark-

able improvement. However, this method may not have used the available information

as efficiently as a 25-consecutive-days moving window. In addition, the 25-days window

yields much smoother estimation of threshold for the year, and thus could provide better

estimate for the length of spells of extreme events. The difference in using empirical prob-

ability distribution or fitting a proper probability distribution to estimate the thresholds

is very small. We therefore recommend the use of empirical probability distribution for its

simplicity along with the 25-consecutive-days moving window to estimate thresholds. We
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also suggest that the in-base exceedance rate being estimated with bootstrap resampling

procedure.

The inhomogeneity of exceedance time series estimated by existing methods could have

profound impacts if those series are used for climate change monitoring. For example, we

show in Fig. 6 the average exceedance rates of daily temperature greater than its 90th

and 95th percentiles during 1961-1990 at 210 stations in Canada. The daily temperature

data at those stations have been homogenized: step changes caused by change in station

location and/or measurement programs have been minimized (Vincent et al. 2002). They

have been used for analyzing trends in daily and extreme temperatures (Bonsal et al.

2001). We computed exceedance rates at each station with thresholds being estimated

by using 5CD window and EPD. The rates are then averaged to obtain extreme indices

for Canada. The dashed lines indicate base-period exceedance rates being computed

by resampling procedure. Clearly, exceedance rate would have been underestimated if

resampling procedure was not used. As a results, two artificial jumps would exist in the

time series, one at the beginning and the other at the end of the base period. Note that

the jumps are greater when higher percentile is used to define the threshold. Trend in

the extreme indices would also be distorted if existing method is used to estimate in-base

exceedance rate. The distortion would be greater if the base period is at the beginning

or at the end of the time series.

More importantly, misleading conclusion could be reached if inhomogeneous indices

series are used in climate change detection studies. The idea of climate change detection

is to regress observed series to model simulated climate change signal series and to test

if the regression coefficient is significantly great than zero. If extreme indices for both
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observed and model simulated data are computed using existing methods with the same

base period, there would be artificial jumps in the series obtained from observed and

model simulated data at the same time. This could become a main feature in the series

that regression analysis would pick up. At the end, it is possible that the regression

coefficient is significantly greater than zero even if climate change signal could not be

detected otherwise.
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Fig. 1. Relative bias in the exceedance rate, when thresholds are estimated by using

empirical probability distribution and data from 5-consecutive-days moving window,

as a function of percentiles for in-base (i b) and out-base (o b) periods. cor=0.0, 0.2,

..., 0.8 indicate the first-order autocorrelation coefficients (α) of 0.0, 0.2, ... , 0.8 have

been used, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Same as Figure 1, except the exceedance rates for in-base period are

estimated by bootstrap resampling procedure.
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Fig. 3. Relative bias in the exceedance rate estimated by 5-consecutive-days moving

window as a function of percentiles for in-base (i b) and out-base (o b) periods. The

first-order autocorrelation coefficient α = 0.8 has been used when simulating the data.

i b r indicates the rate for the in-base period estimated by using bootstrap resampling

procedure. Upper panel shows result when annual cycle is added to the data, while

lower panel displays results when annual cycle is removed from the data.
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Fig. 4. Relative bias in the exceedance rate when the thresholds are estimated

by using empirical probability distribution (E) or by fitting a Gaussian distribution

(G) to the data from 5-consecutive-days moving window (left panel), 5-days moving

window spaced by 5 days (middle panel), and 25-consecutive-days moving window

(right panel) as a function of percentiles for in-base (i b) and out-base (o b) periods.

The first-order autocorrelation coefficient α = 0.8 has been used when simulating the

data. i b r indicates the rate for the in-base period estimated by using bootstrap

resampling procedure.
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Fig. 5. Standard deviation of exceedance rates in 30-years periods expressed as the

percentage of the mean values for the in-base (i b) and out-base (o b) periods. i b r

indicates in-base rates being estimated by resampling procedure.
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Fig. 6. Average number of days when daily mean temperature exceeds its 90th

(upper panel) and 95th (lower panel) percentiles over Canada. Rates for the in-base

period computed by bootstrap resampling procedure are plotted dash.
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